
 

 

 

  PRESEASON HAY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 

 

               Hay equipment needs proper maintenance to perform well.  Preseason maintenance also can help prevent costly 
downtime when delays can be very costly.   Let's briefly review some important maintenance steps. 

               First off, inspect, lubricate, and service all power driven areas such as belts, bearings, chains, and gears.  Set tension on 
belts and chains as well.  For sicklebar headers, check, sharpen, or replace cutterbar sections and adjust wear plates, hold-down 
clips, and guards.  Make sure your cutterbar has proper knife register.  On disc mowers, replace knives and rotate or replace 
worn turtles over the knives. 

               Conditioning rollers often are overlooked.  Look for uneven wear and adjust the roll gap, roll timing, and roll pressure 
for your crop. 

               On round balers, inspect belts, chains, and slats or rollers frequently for wear.  Trim frayed edges and repair belts as 
needed to maintain uniform tension.  When not in use, keep belts clean and release belt tension. 

               Rectangular balers need plunger knife clearance and plunger alignment checked.  Also inspect the tying mechanism and 
adjust it as needed.  Pick-up teeth on balers and on rakes frequently are broken or bent.  Replace defective teeth and adjust 
height if necessary. 

               Also, be sure you have replacement parts on hand of frequently broken or replaced items.  And most important of all, 
review your owners manual to identify recommended maintenance procedures and proper settings.   

               Take a little time now and you will reduce down time later. 
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